KOPPERS PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS INC.

By: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________
(Print Name & Title)
AGREEMENT SHALL BE COMMENCED WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR OF THE DATE OF ACCRUAL OF negligence is not covered by this Limited Warranty Agreement.

of lumber or plywood, inferior quality materials, or Contractor's (including Contractor's subcontractors) degradation of the wood due to long term cyclic exposure to heat and humid environment, delamination in whole or in part, failure to comply with applicable architectural specifications or design standards as

structure of the wood fiber due to the FirePRO chemicals (acid hydrolysis) for a period of fifty (50) years to a fire, improper or inadequate ventilation, or other event is not covered by this warranty.

entry shall not affect Contractor's use of untreated wood or other Koppers PC brand treated wood systems.

to a fire, improper or inadequate ventilation, or other event is not covered by this warranty.

THE LIMITED WARRANTY AGREEMENT STATED BELOW IS GIVEN IN PLACE OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE: Koppers PC’s obligations under this Limited Warranty Agreement are conditioned upon Contractor agreeing to

structural failures caused in whole or in part by the FirePRO treatments, settling, cracking, warping, delamination, or other physical property of the wood.

promised product is the ‘‘mechanical’’ or ‘‘structural’’ one, involving loss of structural strength, splitting, cracking, checking, cracking, warping, delamination, cracking of other physical


depicted in this Limited Warranty Agreement, Contractor shall notify Koppers PC of the same as soon as reasonably possible but no later than thirty (30) days after learning of any alleged failure.

Structural failures caused in whole or in part by the FirePRO treatments, settling, cracking, warping, delamination, or other physical property of the wood.

Treated Wood Limited Warranty Agreement, Contractor shall notify Koppers PC of the same as soon as reasonably possible but no later than thirty (30) days after learning of any alleged failure. 2. A.i,iii, iv and v. Any failure of FirePRO brand FRTW that results from or is caused by, in whole or in part, failure to comply with applicable architectural specifications or design standards as referenced in paragraph 2.4 (iii).

the certified independent testing agency determines that the FirePRO brand FRTW has not failed due to the presence of the FirePRO chemicals, Contractor shall have the right to have a representative inspect the FirePRO brand FRTW and claim to be defective and to have a representative observe the removal of the FirePRO brand FRTW samples from the structure.

the certified independent testing agency determines that the FirePRO brand FRTW has not failed due to the presence of the FirePRO chemicals, Contractor shall have the right to have a representative inspect the FirePRO brand FRTW and claim to be defective and to have a representative observe the removal of the FirePRO brand FRTW samples from the structure.

structural failures caused in whole or in part by the FirePRO treatments, settling, cracking, warping, delamination, or other physical property of the wood.

2.A.i,iii, iv and v. Any failure of FirePRO brand FRTW that results from or is caused by, in whole or in part, failure to comply with applicable architectural specifications or design standards as referenced in paragraph 2.4 (iii).

2.A.i,iii, iv and v. Any failure of FirePRO brand FRTW that results from or is caused by, in whole or in part, failure to comply with applicable architectural specifications or design standards as referenced in paragraph 2.4 (iii).

2.A.i,iii, iv and v. Any failure of FirePRO brand FRTW that results from or is caused by, in whole or in part, failure to comply with applicable architectural specifications or design standards as referenced in paragraph 2.4 (iii).

2.A.i,iii, iv and v. Any failure of FirePRO brand FRTW that results from or is caused by, in whole or in part, failure to comply with applicable architectural specifications or design standards as referenced in paragraph 2.4 (iii).

2.A.i,iii, iv and v. Any failure of FirePRO brand FRTW that results from or is caused by, in whole or in part, failure to comply with applicable architectural specifications or design standards as referenced in paragraph 2.4 (iii).